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National News
War and Capitalism
The war on Afghanistan is now the longest war Australia has ever fought. The
death toll after nearly a decade is climbing and the cost of the war is increasing.
Dutch and English armies are now leaving Afghanistan amid claims the war
has become bogged down and cannot be
won. General David Richard’s, the
English armies Chief of General Staff
has claimed western military forces
should now start negotiating an exit
strategy with Afghan war lords.
The recent deaths of 3 Australian commandos in a helicopter crash was caused
by engine failure due to the high altitude
and thinner air of the Afghan mountains.
With no roads, bridges, rail lines or airstrips western armies need helicopters to
move soldiers and supplies throughout the
country. An extremely risky and expensive way to move people around any country. Especially when local Taliban are
armed with hundreds of US supplied
stinger missiles. When the USA first invaded Afghanistan it set out 3 objectives
for the war. To capture Osama bin Laden,

destroy al Qaeda, and remove the Taliban.
Not one of these objectives has been
achieved and there is now little if any
chance any of them will be.
Barrack Obama has publicly stated the US
will start withdrawing its troops in 2011.
This announcement came as the New York
Times reported the US military had plotted
the entire countries topography using military satellites and magnetic imaging technology. The US military industrial
complex has discovered monstrous
amounts of Iron, copper, cobalt and the
richest deposit of lithium in the world.
Lithium is the rarest and most valuable ingredient in mobile phone and laptop batteries. The demand for lithium is forecast
to increase 20 fold over the next 10 years
as Indian and Chinese demand for lithium
increases.
It is now obvious that the US will soon
start negotiating with the Taliban to ensure
US and Australian mining companies get
control of the mineral wealth. The claim

that we are fighting to bring democracy
and freedom to Afghanistan will soon be
replaced with a claim that we are building
infrastructure to ‘develop’ the country.
The war is now about who controls the

super profits which will come from these
minerals. Not one more life should be sacrificed for the profits of greedy mining
company bosses. Too many people have
died for the weasel words of politicians.

Postal Paranoia
Australia Post has been dragged into court
for spying on its workers after it tried to
sack 6 posties working the Coogee run.
The case was brought against Australia
Post after it claim the posties had been falsifying records and not delivering enough
mail. The corporation was using computer
records to check if the posties had been using personal identification number (PIN)s

to open street-side red letter boxes to collect mail. The posties union argued the
‘NSW Workplace Surveillance Act’ requires all employers inform workers if
electronic surveillance is being used to
monitor them. Australia Post argued it is
not covered by NSW law and had every
right to spy on posties to monitor the rate
at which they work. Thanks to Sparx

$500 Million Down the Drain
Documents released in the NSW Parliament have revealed the NSW government
wasted $500 million of our taxes preparing for two separate ‘Metro’ light rail
tracks through Sydney. The first ‘Metro
was supposed to be 38 kilometres long and
had 13 new stations each one would be
granted a special consent for medium and
high density development. Property developers (the largest group of political donors in NSW) stood to make billions of
dollars. That plan collapsed when the
trade union movement stopped the government selling off the electricity industry.
The next plan was for an inner west Sydney ‘Metro’ at a cost of $5 billion but
running only 5 kilometres. Again the
new line was to be given special consent
for medium and high density development at its 5 stations. Again developers
stood to make buckets of money. The
wheels fell off this plan when the public

became so offended by the plan that it was
clear it was going to cost local politicians
votes. The end result - $500M that should
have gone on new hospitals, schools or
fire stations gone forever. Lost by the people who tried to cut our wages and reduce
our annual leave and shut fire stations
throughout NSW.
Thanks to Sparx

REBELWORKER
WEBSITE:
www.rebelworker.org
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N.S.W. RAILWAYS NEWS
Time for Action NOW on Rail
Corp EBA 2010
by The Crimson Coconut
Recently a majority of RTBU(Rail
Tram & Bus Union) members voted in
favour of industrial action in regard to
the Rail Corp EBA (Enterprise Bargain
Agreement). Now following some effective activism by Members’ Voice
militants involving the issuing of a
draft log of claims flyer and a petition
calling for a 24 hour rail strike, the union hierarchy has been pressured into
taking more significant action. The officials have now had several changes of
mind from just a threat of a strike, to
calling a 4 hour strike on Thurs. 12/8/10
and now are also calling a 24 hour
strike on Wed. 18/8/10 if the Government does not resolve the dispute. This
proviso could also provide an excuse for
the union officials to claim a fake victory and call off the action. Several fare
free days are to be held.
It is almost 4 months since the expiry of
the old Enterprise Agreement and the start
of a new Agreement. That’s 4 months that
RailCorp have refused to pay us a pay rise.
RailCorp will be happy to cruise along like
this right up to the NSW Election when a
sweetener in the form of a small pay rise
may be delivered. An eventual 5% pay
rise, if granted, will already be discounted
by the period within which it was withheld. A 4 months delay of a 5% pay rise
would mean that the effective pay rise in
the first year would be just 3.35%. The
longer this goes on the more we lose.
So far RailCorp have not entertained any
of the progressive claims in the log put forward by the unions. Simultaneously the
Unions have been unable to apply any
pressure at all to RailCorp for the Unions
log of claims This is both a result of incompetence on behalf of the Union leadership
and compromise tactics that have their
roots embedded in the NSW ALP.
Members Voice believe that industrial action in its many forms is an essential
weapon in the armoury of workers defending their living standards and conditions.
However industrial action should never
been used in isolation and must be tied to
concrete demands.
While rejecting outright the extravagant
claims of management many rail workers

will relish the chance to dish out a rebuff to
RailCorp and the NSW Government. Most
of us are, however, left in the dark due to
the lack of a concrete set of demands during any planned industrial action. A
“fallback position” or “line in the sand”
that we will not cross has never been discussed.
Claims around industrial action will remain hazy in the
minds of most rail
workers bec ause
they have not been
part of the negotiating process.
If approval for industrial action is
gained then mass
“stop-work meetings” shou l d be
called so that workers on the job have a
chance to have an
input into the fight
back process and
u nde r s tand why
they are taking action.
Memb ers Voice
calls on the Transp ort U nio ns for
mass “stop-work” meetings where discussion and voting takes place on the demands, type and duration of the industrial
action.
The outcome and success of any actions
decided on is difficult to judge before it
takes place. Success will depend on how
willing workers and the unions are to pursue their own log of claims and how willin gly man a g emen t an d the N SW
Government are willing to hold their
ground.
The very fact that the unions are prepared
to contemplate industrial action shows just
how the ranks are no longer prepared to sit
back and accept the rollback of working
conditions and cuts to income. Also, there
is a widespread contempt for politics and
politicians amongst workers. Laid out before them to see are the double standards
where they are continually asked to tighten
their belts and constrain wage demands
while politicians and RailCorp management line their own pockets and feed from
the public funded trough with no restraint
at all.
We should all support protecting our jobs,
wages and conditions. Industrial action is
necessary in this case, as management and

the NSW government want us to trade our
conditions away for a pay rise at a time
when rail workers household budgets are
strained and work has intensified.
As the quality of public transport deteriorates the need for decent and affordable
public transport in the community increases. We will have to fight for public
services to be maintained and improved.

Taking action helps all of the people of
NSW, as any industrial action is going to
send a strong message to the NSW Government that cuts to public transport will
not be tolerated.
This time a failure by the unions to carry
out the wishes of members or just to let off
a bit of pressure from below will be seen
for what it is. Members must keep them on
their toes and punish them when they don’t
live up to the hype. The Membership
Team will be continuing to do that in no
small measure (and a lot more).

For more information contact:
Crimson Coconut 96056842
Membersvoice2010@yahoo.com

STOP PRESS
Managment is making as policy in Sept.
some Rail Corp EBA proposals despite
lacking RTBU membership approval of
the EBA document.
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Draft RailCorp Log of Claims by Members’ Voice
58% of members voted in a recent
strike ballot with 97% of votes in favour
of industrial action regarding our EBA.
Despite this the RTBU leadership has
not offered a clear set of demands.
Members’ Voice is offering a popular
set of demands that could be incorporated into EBA 2010 if members had
control over the negotiation process.
Union members are encouraged to push
for these items to be included in a new
log of claims. Members are also encouraged to debate, modify, and add to this
list of claims.
*No trade-offs. Real wage increases that
are equal to or better than the cost of living.
Let’s put the idea of trading off our jobs
and hard won conditions for pay rises far
behind us. The dignity of rail workers has been eroded over the last
couple of decades by this practice.
*Proper compensation for productivity improvements such as staff reviews, staff reductions, increased
workloads, staff shortages and other
“innovative” improvements. This
has always been promised but never
delivered.
*A catch up pay rise of 8% to 10%.
The recent ACTU wage case for low
paid workers sought a $30 - $40 per
week catch up pay rise following
wage restraint during the global financial crisis. The ACTU cited cost
of living increases for the claim. The
claim equates to an 8 to 10 percent
pay rise and that is what we should
strive for.
The NSW Government’s wages
policy restricts wage rises to 2.5%
pa. This is government policy rather
than a restrictive industrial clause.
We are not duty bound to follow this
policy direction. This is especially the case
since we are covered by a Federal Award
which can be only adjudicated by a Federal Court.
*Generous increases in shift penalties
based on new research and information regarding the deleterious effects that shift
work has on individuals. Lift penalty rates
on Shift Work to 30% of the hourly rate.
New findings show that fatigue, related to
shift work, causes arterial disease and
heart attacks. Also shift work fatigue is a
significant factor in cancer, obesity, mental illness and other sleep disorders. As a
result, the life expectancy of shift workers
is somewhat less than that of the rest of the
population. At present workers are paid a

pittance for their sacrifices of good health
and a social life. The attitude towards shift
workers and shift work needs to change
and be taken seriously.
*Fill all vacant positions by a fair and
transparent selection process. There are
many (hundreds) of vacant positions
within RailCorp where staff have been allowed to “act up”.
Mostly the staff selected to act in these positions have not been chosen on any particular merit. Selection has typically been at
the whim of a particular manager or group.
This can cause disillusionment amongst
employees who believe in a fair and transparent process. It may lead to low morale
and adversely affect teamwork. Persons
“acting-up” in a particular position can

*Stop the downgrading of positions. e.g.
At some locations CSAs who are doing the
work of booking clerks are not paid the
same rate as clerks doing the same job.
*Extend use of Home and Duty Passes to
include private buses. This costs the Government very little as most trips by transport workers are outside of the peak
periods. Most private buses during this period run pretty close to empty. It would
also free up space in rail commuter car
parks for full-paying passengers. It also removes the worry of insecure parking for
public transport employees. The present
system is also inequitable as staff who live
in areas serviced by public government
buses e.g. Inner Western Sydney and the
North Shore have free access to bus ser-

gain an unfair advantage when jobs are finally advertised. If there is a temporary vacancy all those eligible to “act up” from
the grade below must be given the chance
to do so. All vacant positions should be
filled as soon as possible — a simple and
easy thing to do.
*Respect for work grades when allocating
shifts. Lower graded staff are often placed
in higher graded positions when staff at the
higher grade are available to work. Staff at
the proper designated job grade must be
given first priority to work at their grade.
That does not mean that staff at the lower
grade should not be given the opportunity
to learn or to act in higher grades.

vices whilst those living in Western Sydney etc. do not. This reflects the general
demographic bias in the government’s
public transport planning.
*Better, easier and more flexible access to
Long Service Leave (LSL). No reasons
should have to be given to access LSL
which presently relies on the whims of an
intermediate manager or CSM where denial becomes purely a cost cutting device.
We need the ability to defer, split and save
annual and accumulated leave more easily.
For more information contact:
C ri mso n C o co n ut 9 6 05 6 8 4 2
membersvoice2010@yahoo.com
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RAIL- BUS NEWS
By the Transport Scrutinizer

RAILCORP
STATE TRANSIT

Transport Forum Stage Managed

STATE TRANSIT
NEWS FLASH
What Conditions Bus Drivers Have
Lost in EBA 2009
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WAVERLEY DEPOT NEWS
Rebel Worker: What’s the latest with
the union hierarchy?

RW: What’s the latest with overtime?

RW: What do drivers who have worked
for private bus companies think of the

RW: How are things with the
mechanics?

privatisation threat?

RW: What’s the situation with social
life at the depot?

RW: How are drivers handling the job?
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BURWOOD DEPOT NEWS
LEICHHARDT DEPOT NEWS
RW: What’s the latest at the depot?

RW: How are things with Compo?

RW: How are things with the rosters?

SYDNEY WHARFIES’ NEWS
Productivity Forum? No thanks
DP World Botany Labour Review: the
good and the bad
New roster

New jobs
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Don’t link GWE to VSE upgrades to
productivity

PO Death leads to 24 hour Strike
Don’t touch the VSE panels

If we fight – we can win!
(Articles from Vigilance No.46 & 47 (June
& July 2010) Vigilance is a socialist bulletin for MUA members in Sydney produced by Shane Bentley - the “Port
B o ta n y
W ha rf i e”.
S ee
www.vigilanceBulletin.org)

N.S.W. FIRE BRIGADE UNION NEWS
A Year in Review
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Should I Stay or
Should I Go

Thanks to Sparx

CANBERRA BUS NEWS
Canberra bus drivers –
industrial ACTION!
A 24-hour strike by ACTION bus drivers in Canberra on Friday, 25 June
brought Canberra’s public transport
system to a halt.
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VICTORIAN RAILWAY
NEWS
n recent editions of Rebel Worker, issues
have been raised by V/Line employees in
various grades regarding work issues,
Human Resources Department interfering
in award conditions and discipline of employees. In this issue a few employees
from the Locomotive Division, Salaried
Section plus daily paid employees have
combined to talk about these issues.
Rebel Worker: It is sure good to see the
Locomotive Division, Salaried Section
and daily paid employees combine.

RW: It was obvious that Human Resources wanted to get rid of the conductor.

RW: I hear these groups use their own
crews in Tasmania and New Zealand.

RW: What about the CONTROL
ROOM at SPENCER STREET.

RW: I have been told that the Government has given the Green Star parcels
to V/Line.

RW: What about the Career Change
within Spencer Street?

RW: Regarding the booking office,
V/Line employees should be give an opportunity to leave the position.

RW: You mean the crawlers. Also what
about the conductor who was given the
final warning over the person who
jumped on their train.
RW: It smells of corruption.
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RW: In concluding, most employees
have no time for snitches. Regarding
Green Stars, if any attempts are made to
close it down, then industrial action
should take place. The case of the Conductor who lost her job due to being
medically unfit was sad. She should
have been employed in the Booking Office. All employees be given a chance to
learn the booking office as well as the
control room.

ROMANIAN LABOUR NEWS
“The people have nothing to
lose…“ – Interview with a
Romanian Anarcho-Syndicalist
The following Interview was first published on the 29th May 2010 in a German
Version on Syndikalismus.tk. The following Interview about the announced social
cuts of the Romanian Government was
done with Comrade Diogenes (30) from
Bucharest. He is an Anarcho-Syndicalist
and a social worker under contract by
the town of Bucharest. He is directly affected by the recent announced wages
cuts and public service layoffs.
On 19th of May more than 50,000 workers, teachers and pensioners in Bucharest marched in the streets. Their
shouted slogans demanded the sacking
of the government.
S.tk: Do you think the demonstration
was an success and that the government will take back their decisions of
the social- and money cuts? What do
you think about the demonstration
from 19th of may?
S.tk: In foreign countries, also
in Germany, large demonstrations have occurred against
Govt. Austerity policies. Especially in the left radical and the
official FAU - report is the expectation that in Romania
mass protests against Austerity policies will occur like in the
case of Greece. Is this expectation realistic?

S.tk: What do I think about the protest
that took place on May 19th?
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S.tk: What is your estimation of the
mood of the people? Especially in the
working class? Are Topics like class
s t rug g l e a nd the fig h t for a n
anti-capitalist society on the agenda?

S.tk: Are colleges of your branch also
involved in the protests? Is there a discussion among your colleges about the
cuts and for common actions?

S.tk: In the past in Romania,
general strikes have been
called several times by the
specific branch unions. The
mass of the strikers stayed at
home and brought the protest
not on the street and not to the
public. Are the unions at all
able to create real pressure?
And in which branches do you
see the must success of union-actions?

S.tk: Was there a notab le par ticipa tion o f
anarcho-syndicalists or
anarchists in the protests?

S.tk: What would be the best way, to
stop the attacks of the government?

S.tk: Thanks a lot for this interview
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POLAND
TODAY

AWSM: What are the main problems
for workers in Poland and what is the
current focus of the ZSP?

Interview with the Polish ZSP

AWSM: ZSP has an Educational Section currently holding weekly actions
outside schools, can you tell us about
that and how it’s going?

Jul 20 2010
An AWSM member recently conducted an
interview with the Zwiazek Syndykalistow
Polski (ZSP), an anarcho-syndicalist union based in Poland, about their activities
and the class struggle in Poland.
The ZSP is an anarcho-syndicalist union
in Poland. Can you tell us a bit about it,
when did it form and has there been similar organisations in Polish history?
Where has it drawn inspiration from ?ZSP
was formed in 2007 with a small group of
people from a few cities and has been
growing ever since. Before the war there
was an anarcho-syndicalist movement in
Poland but it was smashed by the Nazis
and then by the communists.
AWSM:ZSP was formed because of the
need to have such a group in Poland
now. What is the membership like?
Where in Poland does ZSP exist and
does the group seem to be growing since
forming.

AWSM: s the ZSP generally very active
and is this having an effect?

AWSM: Is there a high level of class
consciousness in Poland and a strong
working class movement?.

AWSM: What is the Bologna Process?

AWSM: Does the ZSP face the problem
of police repression or attacks from fascist or others? How is this dealt with?
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AWSM: Do you see the class composition and society in Poland as fertile
ground for anti-capitalist revolutionary
struggle?

AWSM: Has this changed the situation
for workers in Poland and what is the
result?

AWS M : W h at a re so m e o f the
long-term political and organisational
goals envisioned by ZSP and its members?
Thanks to AWSM

NEW ZEALAND NEWS
The Fightback Begins 8/10

Beneficiaries Burn Bennet In
Rotorua
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AWSM: Can you give some specifics
about the recent beneficiaries demonstration in Rotorua?

AWSM: What are the changes?

Workers Set To Face More
Attacks
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On Pulling Sickies

Thanks to “Solidarity”

Syndicalism in South Wales: The Origins of
The Miners’ Next Step
By Bob Pitt South Wales Miners
Federation
This article was written in 1987 to
mark the 75th anniversary of the publication of The Miners’ Next Step.

See Page 18
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Debate on Industrial
Organising
Project “X” - Worker Solidarity
Network Manifesto
We have a problem. Australia currently
has the lowest rate of strikes and industrial action in history. The Fair Work
le gi sl ati on , a nd pr ev io us ly the
WorkChoices legislation, limits the legality of industrial action to a complicated system of “protected” action,
where workers must vote in favour of
industrial action, which can only be carried out during a limited bargaining period. Any industrial action taken
outside of these strict laws can lead to
union organisers and workers copping
massive fines.

A Critique of Project “X” Now
known as the Worker Solidarity
Network
The problem with the Project “X”/Network is that it implies just a greater coordination of the efforts of Leftist
activoids who often use the “anarchist”
label. Over the years this activity has
involved activoids tailending various
workers’ industrial disputes, particularly helping out on picket lines, the distribution of propaganda in various
forms, etc. Certainly the evidence is
that this staple activity of various Leftist groups has not been sufficient to
counter the employer offensive and
strike major blows at employers. With
the development of the neo-liberal

“strong state” associated with more
heavy handed policing such tactics as
picket lines are becoming increasingly
obsolete.
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Cont. From Page 16

See Page 20
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BRITAIN
TODAY
IN THE FIRING LINE

Thanks to “Freedom”

